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Look at the 10 of the best fullbacks in the world. David Ramos/Getty Images Alves can be considered unlucky to have a microcomputer calibre player in front of him on the Brazilian team. In any other national team in the world, Alves will be an undeniable first choice at right-back. Camp Nou's supporters help Alves regularly dominate the right-hand side, taking pace, cross-ability and free-kicks to score at
least four or five goals in the season. Sevilla signed him in 2002 from Bahia for less than a million dollars and sold him in 2008 with huge profits. England defender Ashley Cole. Getty Images call is one of the few players over the years to have a grip with Cristiano Ronaldo. In Euro 2004, he matched the Portuguese star in a fascinating fight and had one of his best games in an England shirt. Since then, the
call has definitely developed into the best left-back in the world. He can move forward, score goals and cross the ball, and with his hier hierior is Mr. Raialia. Germany defender Philipp Lahm. Getty Images One of the German team's mainstays for several years, the intimidating run from Rahm's fullback is a good attacking path for Germany. The versatile Rahm enjoyed a great 2010 World Cup in South
Africa, with shots and passes on either foot. France defender Patrice Evra. Getty Images rivals the call as the best left-back in world football. Evra is a defensive, good and tough customer because he regularly overlaps the midfielder before passing or passing the ball to his teammates. Manchester United and France's Evra Regulars have kicked Manchester City's Gael Clicy out of the team. He attracted
criticism as one of the ring leaders of the player's rebellion at the 2010 World Cup. Brazil's defender microcomputer. Getty Images for a long time, there wasn't a right back that could have a lot of influence on the game. The powerful run of Inter Milan's defenders provides a great way of attacking for his teammates, who can not only cross the ball but also take up space available by opposing players trying to
block the microcomputer's aggressive outings. He has a burning pace and is a solid defender. He shut down dani Alves, barcelona's excellent right-back, from the Brazilian team. England defender Glenn Johnson. Mark Thompson / Getty Images was an excellent sign for Liverpool in 2009. Johnson left the financially struggling Portsmouth for Anfield and did not disappoint half of the opposition with his
regular advance. Johnson, West Ham's youth product, doesn't always look comfortable on his hith legs, but his defensive skills are generally reliable. He was fined for stealing a toilet seat from a DIY shop during his Portsmouth era. Spain defender Sergio Ramos. Clybej Mason/Getty Images Real Madrid star players and Sevilla youth products can also play at centre-back, but most commonly on the right.
His RaidsThe Spanish team didn't talk much about the side of the team that won the 2010 World Cup, but he's just as reliable on his hind legs. There is a tendency to have a large number of red cards. France defender Baccari Sanya. When Cleed Mason/Getty Images Sanya joined Arsenal from Orsale in 2007, the French pointed out that he was not superior but could be trusted in all divisions. His
subsequent performance in the Premier League supports the concept that he is a solid exit when his team is attacking because he rarely make mistakes. Lacking the pace and dynamism of microcomputers and Alves, but a true steady eddy for clubs and countries. Sanya, who was rejected by Senegal when she was young, is now a regular for the French national team. Atletico Madrid defender Felipe.
Dennis Doyle/Getty Images Filipe Luis Kasmirsky, signed by Atletico Madrid from Deportivo La Coruna in the summer of 2010, was one of the most well-known movers in the transfer window to give the Brazilians his full name. It's no wonder Atletico were eager to get Felipe. He can be seen regularly in the opponent's penalty area and is a stunning overlap fullback who was close to being selected as a
member of the 2010 Brazil World Cup. The horrific fracture of his leg in the 2009-10 campaign was not involved, which means he lacked practice in the game before that tournament. But surprisingly, he returned to action for Deport within four months. Serbian defender Aleksandr Kolarov. Michael Steele/Getty Images Manchester City have paid Serbia's left-back a who attacked in the summer of 2010.
They signed a player who owns with dangerous mule kicks with long-range shots and free kicks. Roma's first goal came 40 metres against Rezzina. He is known in Italy as Roberto Carlos of Serbia. The endless possibilities of Ubisoft Lego are now available in the form of video games. Whether you're buying for an imaginative child or just trying to re-experience childhood fun, Lego World is an open-world
dream for builders and inventors of all ages. This game allows players to experience the galaxy of the world made entirely from Lego. From small houses to large landscapes, create something you can imagine. Players can jump into LEGO vehicles such as helicopters, rocket ships and motorbikes, or even search for more works and unknown treasures to expand the building's capabilities with Lego
Dragons. The number of customizations and creative possibilities are endless - the work can come to life and form a small society and ecosystem under your merciful rules as a Lego builder. It is also rated as one of our top child-friendly games on the PS4. In Far Cry 5, he plays as a junior deputy investigating a post-apocalyptic cult that is militaryistic and drug-added in rural Montana. Spoiler Alert: Things
don't go according to plan. When the situation rapidly falls into chaos, players must fight to survive by taking out enemies, gaining weapons, and steering everything.There is a purpose to complete the number of vehicles from helicopter to buggy, but the game is not in a hurry for you - instead, players can explore beautifully rendered outdoor environments, play around with crazy weapons, and interact with
all kinds of erny characters at their own pace. Far Cry 5 highlights sporadicity, one of the most thrilling features of the open-world format. In this game, you never know what will happen next. Roving packs of wolves and murder cults provide unexpected danger as you explore the lush and atmospheric world of the game. Because it's a first-person shooter, Far Cry 5 gives players the ability to play with
weapon weapons and online friends, giving them the opportunity to play in online deathmatchs where anything can happen. If you're a fan of J.R.R. Tolkyn's Lord of the Rings and Hobbit worlds, Middle Earth: Shadows of War is the best open world fantasy game for PlayStation 4. Even if you are not familiar with the source material, this game retains its own as one of the most unique open world
experiences out there. Third-party action fantasy games take place between The Hobbit and the Lord of the Rings story. The player plays the role of a ranger 3 thy family members have been murdered and are now seeking revenge on Sauron's army. Cross land filled with Middle Earth dungeons where gangs of orcs and other monsters are waiting for the club in hand. Fortunately, you are armed with both
the sword and the power of a special hypnotic wraith. If the melee gameplay of hacks and slash movies and the visually lush AI-filled environment doesn't impress you, the characters will have a three-dimensional personality that makes you laugh and feel sorry for them and maybe wants to get along with them. Check out our other reviews of the best PS4 fantasy games available on the market today. Neil
Automata transports you to the world of post-apocalypse where humans are forced from Earth by mechanical alien invaders. You will play as a combat android swinging Katana sent to take back the earth for humanity. Deployment is an unpredictable, action-packed and thought-provoking journey through our abandoned planet. The open world format allows you to expand the story like a nightmare you
can't look away and immerses the player in a heart-watering encounter with alien robots with its desodular environment. Nier Automata combines both hack-and-slash and shooter gameplay in real-time combat sequences. Players will be rewarded with experience points to level up customized loads from skills and weapons. There is also a small heads-up display that provides a more intensive gameplay
experience as players explore large, beautiful open-world environments. The story is fleshed out in a lot of side quests and tons of NPCs for infinitywith 24 possible endings. Go back in time with Asasink Lead: Origins, an open-world action-adventure stealth game set in the Ptolemy era (49-47 BC). Here you will be played as the first assassin (fictitious) in history. Ubisoft livens up the awe-inspiring
environments of ancient Egypt and Rome in stunning detail and fills these worlds with fascinating character casts and non-stop heart pounding action. In this game you can decide how you want to play - are you the type to sneak into your target when he expects it the most? Give players full customization of their characters, which allows them to upgrade more than 100 weapons and abilities. As you play,
the game will take on a bigger enemy and challenge you to explore even deeper in the detailed open world of the game. Asasink Lead: Origin lasts about 27 hours, and Deluxe Edition with bonus content can play solid gameplay for more than 40 hours. Would you like to see more options? PS4's Ghost Reconnaissance: Wildlands is a third-party tactical shooter set in a huge open-world environment with an
optional first-person perspective. Characterized by a dynamic weather system and landscapes from forest mountains to salt plains, this game is now the second largest open-world environment to explore 170 square miles. Fun fact: The map is 13 miles long and takes 8 minutes to move from one end to the other in an in-game aircraft going 120mph. The purpose of Ghost Recon: Wildlands is to dismantle
the cartel. The way you do it is up to you and the game will give you an incredible amount of freedom to design and execute your own strategy. Infiltrate enemy compounds, mark targets with remotely controlled drones and interrogate criminals. Crossing an open environment is exciting enough on its own: use stealth tactics to collect and upgrade your gear and weapons, and jump cliffs with man's cars like
helicopters and dirt bikes, and even parachutes. If you haven't completed missions or side quests, establish friendly (or hostile) relationships with citizens, officials and insurgents around the world. All these other characters will affect the success of your mission when it's time to take action. Ghost Reconnaissance: Wildlands also features a cooperative multiplayer mode that allows you and three other
players to explore the game world and complete campaign missions together. Yakuza 0 stands out most in the unique aesthetic of being performed on a 3D model replica of Tokyo's Kabukicho district set in the 1980s. If I like this retro design, especially Japanese crime movies, I like the movie visuals of Yakuza 0 that make the days gone by alive. Its open world is filledof countless laws to do and to break.
But this action-adventure game is not for everyone - it's perfect for players to watch movie-like games with lots of different cut scenes, beautiful environments, fun characters and side activities. There's violence, but at that moment you'll even head to a Tokyo arcade (such as OutRun, Space Harrier or Fantasy Zone) where you can sing karaoke, dance to discos, play bowling, darts, and play real Sega
games in the game. Yakuza 0 functions as a part of the entire Yakuza series and deals with the story of the origin of the previous game. Originally for PlayStation 2, Shadows of Colossus was remade from the ground for the PS4, with updated technical specifications and improved graphics at 60FPS. This simple action-adventure game doesn't require you to interact with towns, dungeons and other players
- instead, players will track huge creatures called Colossi and cross realistic outdoor landscapes where they have to find a way to kill. The shadow of the colossa which is a necessity for PS4 is part of the work of art. Gorgeous environments, music orchestrations, and huge and beautifully rendered colosses leave awe. If you want an open world game with an amazing sense of scale, try this amazing
remake. Do you need some more help finding what you're looking for? The stylized rich detailed game calls Gravity Rush 2 as an underrated title of the PS4. This open world game has thrilling lucid dream physics, giving players the ability to manipulate gravity at will. Soar up in the air, descend at incredible weight and explore a unique environment with action-adventure stories. In Gravity Rush 2 you will be
played as a girl with special powers that must be pulled into a mysterious world and repel an army that threatens the very fabric of the universe. Gravity Based Action Mechanic makes for all kinds of unique gameplay styles as your character jumps between platforms and fights her way through different enemies from android to aliens. The game is also very visually attractive and features soaring orchestral
soundtracks as well as many comic book style cut scenes. There are also tons of different characters to interact with, which are part of what gives Gravity Rush 2 a high replay value (about 20-40 hours gameplay time). We are a sharp graphic humorous voice over narrator who likes great exploration, what we don't like finishy control, repeatedly praised one of our testers, there is time for gameplay and
every child loves to play Lego World. Our reviewer was particularly impressed by the amount of graphics and exploration: All the different worlds created from Lego works are fun to run around and discover. On the other hand, our testers mentioned some problemsIt also states that the controls and how the game works will be repeated. Game control is very difficult to handle with a PlayStation 4 controller,
especially with regard to builds, explained one of our reviewers. In many cases, trying to build the original one gets worse and takes time. But overall, our tester thought it was a good value for the price. It's like playing with real Lego, which is really cool, one of our reviewers declared. Declaration.
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